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John Maynard Keynes consistently offered qualified endorsement of Abba Lerner’s “functional finance” doctrine—the qualifications particularly turning on Keynes’s attentiveness to policy management of the psychology of the debt market. This article examines Keynes’s
understanding of the possible influence of public debt on interest rates, from 1930 forward.
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KEYNES, PUBLIC DEBT, AND THE COMPLEX OF INTEREST RATES ...
Keyness understanding of the possible influence on interest rates of public debt levels and the maturity composition of debt, as it is expressed in his 1930s and 1940s writings, is a fine balance between optimism and caution, a balance that turns upon the role of interest
rate expectations in shaping long rates.
Keynes, Public Debt and the Complex of Interest Rates
Keynes taught that deliberate deficit spending during an economic downturn does not just alleviate hardship — it helps to turn the recession around. The debt accumulated can be paid off in better times (‘austerity’) — indeed, when an economy is growing, debt can shrink as
a proportion of GDP without even needing to run a surplus.
Austerity, Keynes and debt | Richard Corbett
The question of sustainable or desirable public debt trajectories has long been a motif of debate and controversy around Keynes’s economics; and the financial crises of 2007 forward have naturally revived Interest in the issue – partly due to a consequent revival of
interest in Keynes’s thought in general, partly due to deterioration in public sector balance sheets in the course of those financial and wider economic crises.
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So the bottom line is, from the standpoint of economics, while policymakers have great ambitions regarding paying down the national debt, according to what famous economist John Maynard Keynes ...
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Still, the perceived need to increase investment and economic growth during our current struggles has shifted the public debate closer to what Keynes advocated even during non-crisis times. There is also a growing inclination to separate capital from current spending in
government accounts, so that investment doesn’t count the same as day-to-day public spending.
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(2014). Keynes, Employment Policy and the Question of Public Debt. Review of Political Economy: Vol. 26, No. 4, pp. 574-593.
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Keynesian views of public debt are mostly optimistic: Keynes, Hansen, Lerner, Musgrave, Samuelson, and Krugman believe government borrowing – including for avowedly unproductive public projects – stimulates output, especially in recessions, by absorbing excess savings and
boosting aggregate demand. Exceptions include realists like McCord and Seymour, who endorse cyclical but not chronic deficit spending.
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Keynes backed up his theory by adding government expenditures to the overall national output. This was controversial from the start because the government doesn't actually save or invest as...
Giants Of Finance: John Maynard Keynes
John Maynard Keynes was born on 5 June 1883 in Cambridge into a well-to-do academic family. His father was an economist and a philosopher, his mother became the town's first female mayor. He ...
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Keynes referred to the debt incurred to finance such capital as "produc- tive debt." It is important to note, however, that all such projects were to be amortized and this amortization was to be shown in the "revenue budgets" of the appropriate governmental unit.
What Keynes Really Said about Deficit Spending
John Maynard Keynes, 1st Baron Keynes CB FBA (/ k e? n z / KAYNZ; 5 June 1883 – 21 April 1946), was a British economist, whose ideas fundamentally changed the theory and practice of macroeconomics and the economic policies of governments.
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J eremy Corbyn’s spending plans would be funded by £600 billion of borrowing in a “wholly unprecedented” escalation of public debt, it has emerged.. John McDonnell, the shadow chancellor ...
'Reckless' Labour to send public debt soaring with £600bn ...
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Keynes Public Debt And The Keynes is well aware of this difference. In a string of 1939 commentaries he makes the point in relation to debt-financed public expenditure, that government can (and should) issue the debt afterit has done the spending. In an article in The
Times: Loans must be raised after the expenditure has been incurred and not ...
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Keynes Public Debt And The Complex Of Interest Rates forward have naturally revived Interest in the issue – partly due to a consequent revival of interest in Keynes’s thought in general, partly due to deterioration in public sector balance sheets in the course of those
financial and wider economic crises. Keynes, Lerner and the Question of Public Debt
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An exciting opportunity has arisen within Finance Operations for a Service Delivery Manager for Debt and Income. Finance Operations is currently responsible for the delivery of Income to Northamptonshire County Council, Cambridgeshire County Council and Northamptonshire
Fire and Rescue Service, and from the December 2020, the Debt service for these Local Authorities will move into Finance ...
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